
Life Groups @ Hope Fall 2017 
 

Worship in Spirit and Truth: 
“Growing True” 

Psalm 32: 1-7; Romans 2: 4; and Hebrews 10: 19-25 
 

 
Thoughts to Shape and Spark Discussion: 
 
“The certainty and completeness of God’s mercy [is] the magnet of confession . . . we run to his 
arms with our sin-sick hearts because we know there is grace sufficient, boundless, and free 
already there. We repent because we are forgiven, not to gain forgiveness . . . we are forgiven 
because he was forsaken, not because our contrition is adequate . . . we are cherished children of 
God despite our constant waywardness and the inevitable inadequacy of our confession.” - Bryan 
Chapell 
 
“Absolution is neither a response to a suitably worthy confession, nor the acceptance of a 
reasonable apology. Absolvere in Latin means not only to loosen, to free, to acquit; it also means 
to dispose of, to complete, to finish. When God pardons, he does not say he understands our 
weakness or makes allowances for our errors; rather he disposes of, he finishes with, the whole 
of our dead life and raises us up with a new one.  He does not so much deal with our derelictions 
as he does drop them down the black hole of Jesus' death. He forgets our sins in the darkness of 
the tomb. He remembers our iniquities no more in the oblivion of Jesus' expiration. He finds us, 
in short, in the desert of death, not in the garden of improvement; and in the power of Jesus' 
resurrection, he puts us on his shoulders rejoicing and brings us home . . . The work of 
redemption is done entirely by the redeemer, and not at all by the redeemed.”- Robert Farrar 
Capon 
 
“What I envy most about you Christians is your forgiveness.  I have nobody to forgive me.” - 
Margaret Laski 
 
 
Themes and Questions to Guide Reflection and Response: 
 

➢ After reading through the passage together, ask your group what makes an impression upon them 
from the passage and why it strikes them.   

 
➢ Ask folks in your group to consider the quotations above. What does it spark in them?  

 
➢ What is the time of corporate confession like for you personally? What is helpful and dear? What is 

not? How would the worship service be different if we cut out the time of confession and assurance? 
 

➢ Does God’s kindness (Romans 2: 4) feel like the magnet drawing you into confession? 
 

➢ What do you make of Margaret Laski’s quotation above? Do you think folks really long for 
forgiveness, especially those outside of the church? 

 
➢ What is your experience of the assurance of pardon during the service? When is a time that you have 

felt the force of God’s assurance? 
 

➢ Capon writes, “When God pardons, he does not say he understands our weakness or makes 
allowances for our errors; rather he disposes of, he finishes with, the whole of our dead life and 
raises us up with a new one.” What is the effect of being personally reminded of God’s pardon each 
week? 


